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Leader of Azerbaijani martyrs - Mubariz Ibrahimov 

    The date of freedom, September 27, 2020, resonated all over the world. Our glorious army, our 

sons, Azerbaijani soldiers launched a counter-attack against the vandal Armenian army and started 

liberating our native lands, which we have longed for for 28 years. At this stage, the Azerbaijani 

people were reborn as if they were writing a new history on the battlefields... November 8, 2020 is 

the peak of a new stage of our history, because today our brave men and special forces, who showed 

an example of bravery and hand-to-hand combat that amazed the world, won the crown of 

Karabakh-Shushan. freed from the Armenian neo-fascists, and the hero Sabuhi Abdullayev, 

originally from Shusha, planted our tricolor flag in the center of the ancient city. "Karabakh is 

Azerbaijan! Shusha is ours!" their voices were raised from all over Azerbaijan, from the language 

of the ten million people... Kirkhgiz mountains, Topkhana forest, Cidir plain, Kirs peak, Bagrigan 

mountain, Kirkhpillekan descending from Cidir plain to Dashalti river, Ibrahim Khan's hideout, Ag 

gaya, Erimgaldi slope, unparalleled Kharibbulbul Rose, thyme, honeysuckle, chamomile, dogwood, 

and the medicine of the soul brewed from the yellow flower - fragrant tea, Isag-musak birds that 

make noise at night, Natavan garden, "the rains from the chamois that fall quickly and quickly, 

creeping up and down along the valleys, and then slowly receding milk-colored mists, Isa spring, 

lively sounds rising from the Jıdir plain-Shusha!". 

    He got rid of the cursed oppression of Armenian bandits and began to breathe freely... Mubariz 

Ibrahimov, who single-handedly killed 77 Armenian fighters by throwing himself into the enemy 

trench in Shusha and other regions that were freed from occupation, and who fought bravely against 

the Armenian fascists in the First Karabakh War and the April battles Our heroes also played an 

invaluable role. Our writers and poets create and immortalize the bright image of these heroes in 

literature... In Nariman Hasanzade's poem "The Soldier of Independence" dedicated to the heroic 

son of Azerbaijan, the exemplary life book of the Mubariz is turned over.  

    While reading this book, one is inevitably reminded of G. G. Marquez's opinion about dictators: 

"As your power increases, it becomes difficult to understand who is lying and who is telling the 

truth. When you reach unlimited power, you have no contact with the truth, and this is the worst 

case of loneliness. The dictator is ultimately the people who aim to isolate him from the truth. and 

between their interests, Karabakh is Azerbaijan! 2 is stuck, everything is in harmony to isolate it..." 

Like Nikol Pashinyan, who lost his head in lies, and the ignorant Armenian people who believed in 

the myth they made up... 


